We describe a new laser-based hygrometer for ambient water vapor monitoring which uses a fiber-optic coupled, near-infrared diode laser in conjunction with high frequency wavelength modulation spectroscopy. The instrument operates unattended, uses little power, can be extremely compact, and exhibits high detection sensitivity. This instrument was flown on a KC-135 aircraft for a period of six months and measured frost points at altitudes between 10 000 and 40 000 ft. The water detection sensitivity corresponds to a volume mixing ratio of 8 ppm V, Further improvements including the use of newly designed near-infrared lasers are expected to realize frost points below -100 "C.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate measurements of ambient water vapor concentrations in the troposphere and stratosphere are critical for understanding many atmospheric phenomena. The most ao curate spatial and temporal measurements require the use of either balloon-or aircraft-borne instrumentation. For reliable long-term measurements, such devices must meet stringent requirements for sensitivity, accuracy, dynamic range, time response, ruggedness, and an ability to operate unattended. Current approaches use Lyman-a absorption,1-3 photofragment fluorescence,4 IR-correlation spectrometry,' and frostpoint mirrors." Lyman-a lamps can exhibit false positive readings from O2 and Oa, fluorescence methods are limited by solar scattering, and frost-point mirrors are notoriously slow and inaccurate at lower water concentrations.
In a previous publication6 we demonstrated an alternative to the current methods using liquid-nitrogen-cooled, lead-salt infrared diode laser (6.5 ,um) absorption of ambient water vapor. While this prior instrument exhibited good sensitivity and accuracy and is an improvement over closedcycle cryogenic refrigeration diode laser systems,7.8 it was bulky and not designed for stand-alone operation. ,More recently, we designed and field tested a prototype groundbased hygrometer for cold region measurements based on near-infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy at 1.314 pm." Wavelength modulation spectroscopy with fourthharmonic detection (fl=22.5 kHz) was used to improve the detection sensitivity. This instrument used an open path multiple-pass Herriott cell; an optical fiber connected the cell to the laser. Its sensitivity was measured as -25 ppm V (S/ N=l, 1 Hz bandwidth). Johnson et al. '" have described a laboratory-based prototype hygrometer using a 1.27 ,um laser without optical fibers. Their system used a closed multiple-pass White cell and two-tone FM detection (f = 5 00 MHz, Cn=l-5 MHZ). Its sensitivity in absorbance was 1.65X10-" (1 Hz bandwidth). This device was not field tested and a detection sensitivity in terms of water vapor concentration was not quoted.
In this paper, we describe the design and testing of a hygrometer which uses a near-infrared diode laser in conjunction with high frequency wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS).'1112 This approach, which is similar to frequency modulation spectroscopy (FMS),r2-" provides an absolute measure of the ambient water vapor concentration. FMS techniques have also been used to detect water vapor in both the near-and mid-infrared.10,16,'7 The near-infrared diode laser used has the advantage of room temperature operation, fiber optic compatibility, and is well matched to lowcost room temperature InGaAs photodetectors. The only disadvantage of the commercially available 1.3 ,um laser is that the corresponding water absorption bands are relatively weak. We therefore include a multiple pass (Herriott-style) absorption cell to provide a long optical path within a small sampling volume.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A. Near-infrared diode laser absorption methods Near-infrared diode lasers, like their mid-infrared counterparts, can be tuned in wavelength by adjusting their temperature and injection current. However, they are designed to operate near room temperature so that an inexpensive thermoelectric heat pump/cooler (TEC) can be used for precise temperature control. Furthermore, the laser is housed in a package similar to that used for standard integrated circuit chips, resulting in a unit that contains the laser, a monitor photodiode, the TEC, and an optical isolator to prevent optical feedback into the laser. The package is terminated into a single-mode optical fiber. Such packages are mass produced for the optical communications industry and are readily available in the 1.31 pm spectral region, which coincides with several water vapor absorption bands.
In this research, a 1.316 pm, single-mode distributed feedback laser (Mitsubishi model FU-45SDF-3) is used. The power available from the fiber is -4 mW. The sub-Doppler linewidth permits detection of a single spectral feature for a given species amidst a dense spectral background. Although the near-infrared absorption line strengths for the combination and overtone bands in this spectral region are substantially weaker than the corresponding fundamental vibrational line strengths, the use of high frequency modulation techniques (such as wavelength or frequency modulationj permit defection levels sufficient for the purpose at hand. These modulation techni ues have been demonstrated at sensitivi-B ties as low as lo-fractional absorbance.11-14 These meth- ods are also amenable to automated line-locking schemes,18 so that slow wavelength scanning or fast sweep integration methods are not needed.
B. Instrumentation design
The laser hygrometer consists of a closed multiple-pass Herriott absorption cell, vacuum pump, computer, laser controller, power supply, and electronics box (Fig. 1 ). They are mounted in a 19 in. instrumentation rack designed for flight operations. Air is drawn into the system through a 2.5cm-diam stainless steel tube which extends beyond the aircraft boundary layer and points backwards to minimize the intake of water droplets. The air flows through a Teflon-coated flexible stainless hose (with a tee to other instrumentation) to a heated (-95 "C), computer-controlled intake throttle valve (MKS Instruments). The gas passes through the cell and is then exhausted to the cabin by an Alcatel model 1004 vacuum pump. By maintaining the absorption cell pressure at 95 Torr, the measurement is insensitive to ambient air pressure conditions and data analysis is simplified.
The power supply box contains 215 and +5 V power supplies, as well as a 28 V ac transformer for the throttle valve heater. A 400-60 Hz, 120 V ac power converter provides power to the other electrical components. The electronics unit contains all of the electronic demodulation circuitry on a custom printed circuit board, the near-infrared laser, and a 650 nm laser (Seastar Model CL200). The visible wavelength laser is used for alignment of the absorption cell optics.
The near-infrared laser beam is transmitted to the optical cell via a single-mode fiber optic cable. The input fiber is terminated at the cell with a collimating gradient-index lens (NSG America). A custom-designed pointer uses two finepitch micrometers for aiming the incoming light to the appropriate spot on the opposite mirror while also making a vacuum seal to the cell. The electropolished, stainless steel Herriott" multiple-pass absorption cell achieves an optical path length of 25.06 m in a structure 55 cm long and 5 cm in diameter. In typical Herriott cells, the laser beam enters and exits the cell through a hole located near the edge of one mirror, In contrast our sample cell brings the beam in through one mirror and, after 47 passes, it impinges on the InGaAs detector which is epoxied into a hole on the other mirror (Fig. 1) . This design allows for rigid mounting of the mirrors on the cell end flanges and minimizes the number of vacuum feedthroughs. The number of optical passes can be varied by rotating one of the end flanges. A fiber optic splitter diverts 10% of the light to a second cell which contains a fixed amount of water vapor to provide an active line-locking 'signal.
High frequency copyr1~r2 wavelength modulation spectrosis used to quantify the water vapor concentration in the cell. This approach is extended to lock the laser to the absorption feature line center and to reduce baseline effects using the methods described by Bomse.18 In applying this strategy, the laser is modulated at 1 MHz (a) and at 6.67 kl& (0). The detector photocurrent is demodulated at 40 (4 MHz). The resulting signal is then demodulated at 20 to provide a dc voltage proportional to the water concentration and at 3w to generate a zero-crossing signal for line locking. Since WMS signals are proportional to the laser intensity at the detector (I,), a low-pass filtered dc signal from the detector preamp is simultaneously measured to account for any variations in I,.
All modulation frequencies are generated by programmable waveform boards (Quatek WSB-100) inside the MILspec computer (KMS CP-1932/UYK). The advantage of this approach is that phase adjustments between modulation and demodulation wave forms are easily and accurately controlled. All data are acquired each second by a 16 bit A/D data acquisition board (Data Translation DT2805/5716A). In addition to the absorption, line locking and I, signals, cell pressure, cell temperature, and ambient pressure are also recorded.
A self-booting computer program using ASYST completely controls the operation of the system, including setting and monitoring the laser temperature and current (via a GPIB interface to the ILX LDC-3722 laser controller), setting and monitoring the cell pressure, and controlling all modulation and detection activities. The vacuum pump is automatically turned on at an altitude of 3.05 km (10 000 ft) and data acquisition begins at this point. The results are analyzed in real time; frost point and other information are displayed on the computer screen. Data are written to both hard and floppy disks for subsequent analysis. No operator interaction with the system is required during the f-light.
C. Calibration and sensitivity
For this hygrometer, the laser operates at a temperature of 20.3 "C to achieve an output frequency of 7612.027 cm-'. This coincides with the 4,4,1 (J',KL,Kf)c3,3,0 (J",Kg ,Kz) transition in the 2vr band of H20,20 which has a room temperature line strength9 of (6.71*0.05)X lOmu cm" molecule-' cm-l. At typical cell conditions of 95 Torr and 318 K the absorption cross section is (~=1.89XlO-~l cm'.
The measured signal in volts, S, of this instrument is related to the partial pressure of water vapor in the cell by
where R is the gas constant, T the cell temperature, CT the absorption cross section, L the path length, and fmod a factor which relates the WMS signal amplitude to the direct absorption height. While both ff and f,& are dependent on cell temperature and pressure, their values in this system of fixed T and P are constant. The calibration factor Ccti scales the measured signal voltage to appropriate units. The offset term c offset accounts for the fact that measured signal voltages may suffer from electronic offsets in the circuitry or other artifacts which otherwise cannot be zeroed out. We assume that the volume mixing ratio of water vapor in the cell is identical to that in the ambient air. By incorporating the measured cell total pressure and temperature, the ambient water partial pressure can be obtained. 
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This instrument was calibrated at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, with the results used to set the calibration constants described above. A total of nine frost points were provided to the instrument, ranging from--29.98 to -70.16 "C. Additional calibrations at Southwest Sciences using mixed Ilows of water vapor and dry air over the range -15 to -45 "C agreed well with the determined constants. The results indicate that the instrument sensitivity corresponds to 8 ppm V volume mixing ratio (S/N=l, 3 Hz bandwidth), which is equivalent to a frost point of -70 "C at an altitude of 10 km (with P&,=270 mbar). At concentration levels far removed from this limit, the combined accuracy and precision errors provide a concentration valid to within 5%. This includes a 1% uncertainty (*la) in the absorption cross section.g
III. FLIGHT RESULTS
The hygrometer was flown 23 times during a six month period 'over eastern and southern portions of the United States. Measurement times ranged from 15 min to 6 h. The system performed quite well in its unattended mode and maintained optical alignment for the entire program.
Data were obtained without the active line-locking implemented. Instead, the initial laser wavelength was scanned across the spectral peak of interest; the laser was then fixed at the current corresponding to the spectral peak. Although there appeared to be little drift in the laser fre- quency, there was not sufficient time in the program to quantify how well the laser stayed on line center after many hours of flight. Figure 2 illustrates some of the results of one flight. The pressure-altitude curve is shown in the top portion of the figure and the measured frost points in the lower part. The water concentration falls off rapidly as the aircraft ascends, from an initial frost point of -15 "C (3000 ppm V) to high altitude frost points corresponding to mixing ratios in the range iO-50 pfirn V. As expected, frost points increase as the plane descends. Similar trends are observed for the other flights. Unfortunately, reliable ambient temperature data were not available to calculate relative humidity or to assist in validation of the measured frost points. During all runs, the cell temperature and pressure remained constant to within 3 "C and 0.20 Torr, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the rapid time response of the hygrometer by showing a blowup of the initial ascent data of Fig. 2 . During this ascent, the plane new from a region of high water vapor concentration into much drier air. Water concentration is observed to decrease by 50% in only 16 s. The time response of this system is limited by the flow time of air through the cell, which is approximately 0.3 s. After this rapid decrease, a period of much slower decrease is observed as the plane continued in its steep climb (Fig. 2) in concentration (from about 1000 to 100 ppm V) has a characteristic time of -15 min. This effect was observed in many of the flights and indicates that significant outgassing was occurring from the inlet lines to the hygrometer.
IV. DISCUSSION
The research described demonstrates the usefulness of near-infrared diode laser absorption for airborne meteorological studies of water vapor and other atmospheric species. Fiber optic coupling permits remote location of the absorption cell from the operating system and removes all optical path external to the sampling cell. This aspect becomes increasingly important as more sensitive measurements are performed. In it present configuration, this system exhibits a high sensitivity, with excellent time response and high discrimination against other species.
During flights where there was a rapid ascent to high altitude and very dry (c-50 "C frost point) air, there was evidence of residual water vapor outgassing from the inlet lines. The inlet line to our hygrometer was about 2 m long and could not be heated. This strongly emphasizes the requirement for any high sensitivity sampling hygrometer to use as short an inlet path as possible and to heat it to minimize outgassing effects. We also note that the simple inlet tube should be replaced with a more sophisticated centrifugal droplet separator.' This design would also eliminate the mechanical pump, as the ram air in the inlet system would force flow through the cell. Alternatively, a venturi air jet vacuum ejector could be used."
The results obtained suggest possible improvements which could increase the hygrometer sensitivity significantly. Each demodulation (mixing) step requires the adjustment of the local oscillator phase to match that of the rf (signal). A priori, we also did not know if the optimum phase (which is automatically measured at the start of each flight) would change over long periods of time. In order to reduce the complexity of the system and eliminate the need for one of the phase adjustments, we substituted a rms detector chip in place of the low frequency (2~) mixer. While the rms chip did simplify the design, it also converted any residual noise into dc signal, limiting our sensitivity. Under present circumstances, this approach provides a fractional absorbance detection limit of -7X lo-'. Our experience with fiber-coupled lasers using WMS is that sensitivities of below low5 should be possible. Subsequent tests in our laboratory have shown that use of a rf mixer instead of the rms chip would have improved then detection sensitivity by a factor of 10 or so. In addition, the flight data suggest that all detection phases remained stable over the period of the Ilight program. Thus future detection circuits would use only the rf mixers and the phase of the local oscillator to each mixer would be fixed.
A more important improvement is that it is now possible to obtain custom diode lasers produced at wavelengths specific to the needs of spectroscopists. We recently obtained from Sensors Unlimited a 1.393 pm laser whose output overlaps the strongest absorption lines of water vapor in the nearinfrared (.these lines are only five times weaker than the strongest mid-infrared lines). Tests of this laser in our laboratory indicate that the detection sensitivity is improved by a factor of 350 over the laser used in the airborne measurements discussed in this paper. With this device, we project that a frost-point level of -90 "C (equivalent to a mixing ratio of 0.45 ppm V at 200 mbar, SiN=3) could be achieved in a single-pass 50-cm-long cell, with accompanying simplification in optical and hardware requirements. We are actively pursuing this course.
